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[1] The properties of granular material have an important
effect on surface landforms and processes. Recently, it has
been suggested that material properties called dynamic and
static angle of repose vary with gravitational acceleration,
which would have a signiﬁcant effect on many planetary
surface processes such as crater collapse and gully
formation. In order to test that hypothesis, we measured lee
slopes of active aeolian sand dunes on Mars using the High
Resolution Imaging Experiment (HiRISE) DTMs (Digital
Terrain Model). We examined dune ﬁelds in Nili Patera,
Herschel Crater, and Gale Crater. Our measurements showed
that the dynamic angles of repose for the sands in these areas
are 33–34 in the ﬁrst region and 30–31 in the other two.
These results fall within the 30 to 35 window for the
dynamic angles of repose for terrestrial dunes with similar
ﬂow depths and grain properties and thus show that
this angle does not signiﬁcantly vary with decreasing
gravity. Citation: Atwood-Stone, C., and A. S. McEwen (2013),
Avalanche slope angles in low-gravity environments from active
Martian sand dunes, Geophys. Res. Lett., 40, 2929–2934,
doi:10.1002/grl.50586.

1. Introduction
[2] The angles of repose of dry, cohesionless granular materials have long been of interest to the planetary science community. These measures are useful in characterization and
study of a wide array of planetary surface processes including
formation of impact craters, sand dunes, subaqueous deposits,
granular ﬂows, pyroclastic cones, and scree slopes. They are
also of interest when planning in situ exploration that interacts
with loose surface materials [Sullivan et al., 2011].
[3] There are two different commonly described angles of
repose: static and dynamic. The static angle is the slope above
which a given granular material will become unstable and begin
to avalanche. The dynamic angle is the slope at which a given
avalanching granular material will stabilize and come to rest;
this angle is always lower than the static angle of the same
material. We use the terms static and dynamic angles of repose
following Kleinhans et al. [2011]; however, other sources use
a wide variety of terms for these material properties.
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[4] Recent advances in the ﬁeld of granular physics have
shown that the ideas of static and dynamic angle of repose do
not accurately represent the reality of granular avalanches. The
newer, more physically accurate parameters are the angles ystart
and ystop, which respectively describe the angles at which avalanches will initiate and come to rest [Forterre and Pouliquen,
2008]. These quantities are both functions of the thickness of
the ﬂowing granular layer, which increase as the thickness of
the ﬂowing layer decreases [Forterre and Pouliquen, 2008].
Although ystart and ystop are a more technically accurate way
to talk about grain avalanching, the papers whose results we
are examining (and most work done on grain avalanches in
low-gravity environments) use the “angles of repose,” and thus
we frame most of our discussion in those terms.
[5] On Earth, these angles are primarily a function of grain
roughness, angularity, and sorting. Moisture content and
interparticle forces such as electrostatics may also play a role
[Allen, 1969, 1970; Carrigy, 1970; Cooke et al., 1993]. It
has long been assumed that the values of the angles of repose
were independent of gravity. This is because when we examine the equations for the static angle of repose, the gravity term
for both the shear and normal stresses is identical and thus
cancels out of the equation entirely [Melosh, 2011, p. 328].
A similar argument, which uses kinetic as opposed to static
friction, applies to the dynamic angle of repose. This assumption has previously been tested using a few different methods.
[6] One approach to studying the effects of gravity on the
angle of repose is through computational numerical simulations. This has been done several times, including the fairly
recent studies of Ji and Shen [2006] and Nakashima et al.
[2011], which used two-dimensional discrete element
methods to study this effect. Both of these studies determined
that the angle of repose is basically independent of gravity, at
least within the studied range of 1/6 and 1 g.
[7] A second way to look at this problem is with physical
experimentation, although this presents some issues, as it
requires simulation of different gravity environments. One
way this has been done is by measuring the angles of repose
in high-gravity environments created in a centrifuge [Brucks
et al., 2007]. This generally showed that the effect of gravity
higher than the terrestrial value is negligible on the angles of
repose. However, all of the solar system bodies with solid
surfaces have lower gravity than Earth. One possible way
to directly experiment with lower gravity is to use parabolic
ﬂights to produce brief periods of low gravity. This has been
done several times, most recently by Kleinhans et al. [2011],
using rotating drums of material to study these angles. In
their study, they measured a number of different materials
at gravities roughly approximating those of the Earth, Mars,
and the Moon. Kleinhans et al. [2011] determined that for
approximately lunar gravity (they used 0.1 g instead of
0.165 g), the static angle increased by roughly 5 , and the
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Figure 1. HiRISE orthoimages of (a) the Herschel Crater dune ﬁeld DTM [DTEEC_002860_1650_003572_1650_U01],
(b) the Nili Patera dune ﬁeld DTM [DTEEC_017762_1890_018039_1890_A01], and (c) the Gale Crater dune ﬁeld DTM
[DTEEC_012551_1750_012841_1750_U01]. The red alphanumeric codes on the orthoimages show the approximate
locations of the different dunes measured for this project.
dynamic angle decreased by roughly 10 with respect to their
values at Earth gravity. In contrast, a study by Nakashima
et al. [2011], which measured the angle of repose using sand
dropped from a hopper during parabolic ﬂights, showed negligible variation due to gravity. A third study by Hofmeister
et al. [2009] measured the dynamic angle of repose using a
combination of drop tower and centrifuge, which showed the
dynamic angle of repose increasing with decreasing gravity.
[8] If either the Kleinhans et al. [2011] or the Hofmeister
et al. [2009] values do prove to be accurate, they would have
a signiﬁcant effect on our interpretation of planetary surfaces.
For instance, the activity of high-latitude Martian gullies is
observed to correspond to the presence of seasonal CO2, so
processes involving this volatile may drive the activity, thus
allowing for their low observed slopes [Diniega et al., 2010;
Hansen et al., 2011; Dundas et al., 2012]. However, Horgan
and Bell [2012] proposed that gully formation on the northern
hemisphere dunes occurs in the summer when CO2 is absent
and speculate that the unusual morphology of dunes slip faces
(i.e., gullies) is due to the higher static and lower dynamic
angles of repose reported by Kleinhans et al. [2011]. The
Kleinhans et al. [2011] results would also have signiﬁcant
impact on the study of other planetary surface features whose
geometries depend on the angles of repose, such as impact
craters, aeolian dunes, pyroclastic cones, scree slopes, and
subaqueous dunes and deltas. Another area of study that
would be called into question by this result is the equilibrium
shape of critically spinning rubble pile asteroids, which is
controlled by the dynamic angle of repose [Harris et al., 2009].
[9] Perhaps the best way to examine the effect of gravity on
the angles of repose would be to measure these angles in situ
on other planetary surfaces. This has been done on the Moon
and Mars for the static angle of repose or friction angle
[Mitchell et al., 1972; Moore et al., 1982; Sullivan et al.,
2011]. The data from these experiments appear typical for
terrestrial soil simulants, which are thought to match the properties of the in situ regoliths [Crosby et al., 2009]. To our
knowledge, the dynamic angle of repose has not been
measured in situ anywhere but Earth. In this paper, we measure

the dynamic angle of repose of sand on Mars using highresolution (~0.3 m/pixel) images from MRO’s High Resolution
Imaging Experiment (HiRISE) [McEwen et al., 2007].

2. Methods
[10] It has been long established that the ﬂat slip faces of
active sand dunes are found at, or somewhat lower than, the
dynamic angle of repose of their constituent sand [Carrigy,
1970; Allen, 1970; Cooke et al., 1993]. By measuring the
slopes of the slip faces of active Martian sand dunes, we
should be able to determine the dynamic angle of repose of
sand under a low-gravity environment. Active sand dunes
are constantly reforming their slip faces, and thus we are
conﬁdent that later processes did not signiﬁcantly modify these
slopes. Recent work using change detection between images of
dune ﬁelds taken at different times has deﬁnitively shown that
many Martian sand dune ﬁelds are active [Chojnacki et al.,
2011; Bridges et al., 2012a, 2012b; Silvestro et al., 2013].
Also, by using HiRISE DTMs (digital terrain models) [Kirk
et al., 2008], these slopes can be measured. Two DTMs of large
active ﬁelds of barchan dunes are available, one of Nili Patera
[Bridges et al., 2012b] and one in Herschel Crater [Bridges
et al., 2012a] (see Figure 1). Additionally, we used a DTM of
a small set of active dunes at Gale Crater [Silvestro et al.,
2013], near the Curiosity landing site. These DTMs have 1 m
postings and a vertical precision of ~20 cm.
[11] Using these data sets, we can measure the slopes of the
slip faces, and thus the dynamic angle of repose for these
conditions, to compare them to terrestrial dunes. On Earth,
the dynamic angle of repose for sand, found from both dune
slip faces and experimentation, ranges between approximately
30 and 35 [Carrigy, 1970; Cooke et al., 1993, and references
therein] and the static angle is on average 2.5 higher [Cooke
et al., 1993]. The Martian and terrestrial dynamic angle of repose measurements that we are comparing in this study are thus
taken from measurements of real sand dunes; this is important
as values determined from experimental setups can vary somewhat from those found in real landforms. Thus, if the dynamic
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Figure 2. (a) Orthoimage and (b) DTM showing the 22nd dune slip face measured in Herschel Crater. The ﬁve lines
drawn through the slip face of the dune show the positions of the ﬁve measured proﬁles of the slip face, where the center
proﬁle is usually the steepest proﬁle. These ﬁgures show a good example in both image and DTM view of the kind of dune
that was best for measuring.
angle is independent of gravity, we would expect to see that our
measured Martian dynamic angles fall within this range.
Alternately, Kleinhans et al.’s [2011] experiments for sand under roughly Martian gravity (0.38 g) suggest angles 5 to 7
lower than those found under terrestrial gravity.
[12] In order to be certain that gravity is the only free
parameter, we need to know whether other controls on the
dynamic angle of repose differ between Earth and Mars.
Signiﬁcant controls on the dynamic angle of repose are the
shapes of sand grains, grain sorting, moisture content, and
ﬂow thickness. Grain shape is broken into the categories of
roundness and sphericity, and on Earth aeolian sand grains
are often subrounded, although this and sphericity are
somewhat variable [Livingstone and Warren, 1996]. These
variations are at least partially responsible for the 30–35
range of dynamic angle of repose in sand dunes.
Measurements made of rippled aeolian sand in Gusev
Crater by the Spirit rover indicate that these particular sands
are largely subrounded and fairly spherical in character
[McGlynn et al., 2011], meaning this aeolian Martian sand
is similar in shape to that on Earth. McGlynn et al. [2011]
also show that the inclusive graphic standard deviation of
the grain sizes of these aeolian sediments ranges from 0.42
to 0.80, which according to the grain sorting schema
described by Folk [1981] indicates that they are moderately
well to well sorted, which is the same amount of grain sorting
seen in terrestrial aeolian dunes [Cooke et al., 1993]. The
moisture content of equatorial Martian dunes should be
minor, making them quite similar to desert dunes on Earth.
Avalanche ﬂows on subaerial terrestrial dunes are almost always less than 2 cm thick [Lowe, 1976; Cooke et al., 1993].
Although we have no measurements of ﬂow thickness on
Mars, the total sand ﬂuxes are comparable [Bridges et al.,
2012b]. Thus, any major variations in dune slopes measured
on Mars from those on Earth should be an effect of the lower
gravitational acceleration.

[13] To measure a dune ﬁeld, we imported the DTM into
ArcMap 10, along with an orthoimage congruent to the
DTM. A slope map was then created from the DTM to show
the slopes of the slip faces. Noticeable artifacts affect the slope
maps because the dark sand surfaces are relatively bland and
featureless [Mattson et al., 2012], and as such the slope for
each dune could not be simply read off the map. To accurately
measure the slopes, we created topographic proﬁles through
each slip face, which would read out elevation data with horizontal distance. We were then able to create a line of best ﬁt
down the slip face to estimate the slope. The dune crest and
base of the slip face are distinctive features and are well correlated in the stereo matching, so the extent of the slip face is
well characterized in the DTM (when well illuminated).
[14] We chose 30 dunes each from the Nili Patera and
Herschel Crater dune ﬁelds (see Figure 1) and eight dunes
from Gale Crater. Dunes were selected from all over the
mapped region according to certain criteria, which allow
for more conﬁdent measurement. First, we wanted slopes
that were not in shadow in the orthoimages. Next we tried
to avoid the most heavily artifacted slopes and those
where the width of the slip face in the orthoimage did
not match that in the DTM. We tried to select slip faces
that were mostly planar, as opposed to signiﬁcantly convex or concave; these correspond to the active dunes.
Finally, we looked for slopes where the top and bottom
of the slip face were roughly parallel (i.e., not the curved
portion of a barchan dune), although this was not always
possible. Five proﬁles were drawn through each chosen
slope, as shown in Figure 2, thus assuring that we did
not undervalue the slope of the slip face by taking a proﬁle that did not follow exactly the downhill gradient.
Each of the ﬁve proﬁles was cut down so that it only included data from the slip face, using speciﬁed elevation
values to deﬁne the top and the bottom of the slip face
(see Figure 3). Each topographic proﬁle was ﬁt with a
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Figure 3. This graph shows the ﬁve proﬁles from the 22nd
dune slip face measured in Herschel Crater, each vertically
offset from the others by 10 m for clarity (the bottom proﬁle
is at the correct elevation). The long proﬁles (with diamond
markers) show the original proﬁles through the dune, the
shorter overlaid proﬁles (with square markers) show the proﬁles cut down to just the slip face. The top and bottom elevations of the slip face in each proﬁle are taken to be the same
for consistency, in this case 1174 and 1167 m, respectively.
Then the black lines of best ﬁt are calculated from the shorter
proﬁles and their equations displayed on the right-hand side
of the graph. The slope angle for each proﬁle is calculated
from these equations and displayed below them. The center
(green) proﬁle is clearly the steepest here with slope 30.57 .
A similar graph is used to calculate the slope of each of the
measured dunes.
line, the steepest of which was taken to be the slope of the
slip face. In cases where two adjacent proﬁles had roughly
equal (and highest) slope, a sixth proﬁle was taken between those two proﬁles and was used to calculate the
slope of the dune slip face.

3. Results and Discussion
[15] The slopes of the Herschel Crater dunes (barring a few
outliers) range between 28 and 31 , weighted somewhat
toward the top of that range (see Figure 4). Recalling that slip
faces of sand dunes are found at or somewhat below the
dynamic angle of repose [Carrigy, 1970; Cooke et al., 1993],
we posit that the dynamic angle for the sand in the Herschel
Crater dune ﬁeld is ~30–31 . In Nili Patera, the slip face slopes
(again barring a few outliers) range between 31 and 34 ; thus,
we posit that the dynamic angle of repose for this sand is
~33–34 . Finally, for the dunes near Gale Crater, the slopes

range between 28 and 31 , strongly weighted toward the top of
this range, suggesting a dynamic angle of repose of ~30–31 ;
however, the data for the Gale Crater dunes are both sparser
and of lower quality than the other two regions, and so this value
is less certain. Our measurements in Gale crater agree with those
of Silvestro et al. [2013] based on the same HiRISE DTMs.
[16] These measured values of dynamic angle of repose of
~30–31 and ~33–34 match the expected range of 30 to 35
found both from laboratory experiments and measurements
of terrestrial dunes [Cooke et al., 1993, and references
therein] and are certainly not 5 to 7 lower than terrestrial
values as predicted by Kleinhans et al. [2011]. These results
support the hypothesis that the dynamic angle of repose is
independent of gravity. It is possible that some other factor,
such as static charge between grains, could be counteracting
a real decrease in the dynamic angle of repose due to low
gravity. However, we believe this is improbable both because
such a counteracting force would be unlikely to produce
results this congruent with our expectations of the angle
being independent of gravity and because the requisite
interparticle forces would strongly inhibit the saltation
required to produce the observed dune migration.
[17] To be more technically accurate, this discussion
should be framed in terms of ystop as was mentioned earlier.
In this case, we still observe that Martian and terrestrial dunes
exhibit the same range of angles on their lee slopes.
Assuming similar thicknesses of granular ﬂow in both cases,
which seems reasonable given that the granular materials
should be basically similar, that the overall landform
morphology is the same, and that the sand ﬂuxes are comparable [Bridges et al., 2012b], it would seem that the parameter ystop is mostly independent of gravity.
[18] The results of Kleinhans et al. [2011] were used by
Horgan and Bell [2012] to argue against the role of CO2 frost
in forming dune gullies in the north polar sand sea of Mars
[Hansen et al., 2011]. However, our results show that these
slope angles should not be altered by the low-gravity environment, and we also note that Martian dune gullies have
been directly observed to form only when there is CO2 frost
on the ground, at least in the southern hemisphere [Diniega
et al., 2010; Dundas et al., 2012]. Preliminary results of
monitoring the northern dunes through the most recent summer also do not show gully formation (C. Hansen, personal
communication, 2012).
[19] Another interesting result comes from the observation
that the dynamic angle appears to be ~3 lower in Herschel
and Gale Craters than it is at Nili Patera. If this difference is
due primarily to grain shape, it suggests that the sand grains
at Herschel and Gale Craters are more rounded and smoother
than those in Nili Patera. This difference could suggest that
the sand was sourced further away and had to saltate farther
to get to the dune ﬁeld and thus become more rounded. The
Nili Patera dunes appear to emanate from the well-exposed,
high-albedo, actively eroding area of bedrock on the caldera
ﬂoor where sand may have been scoured away by the wind
[Michaels, 2011], whereas dunes at Herschel and Gale do
not have an obvious local sand source. However, we do not
know for certain the origin of the sands in any of these locations. Alternately, the higher degree of erosion on the
Herschel and Gale sand grains could be a result of a longer
weathering history in that area, perhaps due to sand being
trapped. Nili Patera is a volcanic caldera at the summit of a
broad shield volcano, so sand from distance sources might
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Figure 4. Histogram of measured slope angles from Herschel Crater, Nili Patera, and Gale Crater binned into 1 increments.
The steepest bin ﬁlled by each dune ﬁeld (excluding obvious outliers) is taken to be the angle of repose for the sand of that
region. Thus, Herschel Crater and Gale Crater have dynamic angles of repose of approximately 30–31 each, and Nili
Patera has a dynamic angle of repose of approximately 33–34 .
be less likely to be trapped here than in Herschel or Gale
craters. Thus, measuring dune slip faces in this manner may
present an interesting method for estimating sand grain
textures from orbital imagery. These measurements could
also provide ideas about the distance between a dune and
its source of sand.

4. Conclusions
[20] By measuring the dynamic angle of repose of sand on
Mars using the slip faces of active Martian sand dunes in
Nili Patera, Herschel Crater, and Gale Crater, we are able
to conclude that the dynamic angle of repose of dry granular
material is, as was long suspected, independent of gravity.
Since grain ﬂows on dune slip faces are likely similar on
the Earth and Mars, the more technically accurate parameter
ystop is also shown to be independent of gravity. Our data do
not allow us to directly examine the relationship between
the static angle of repose and decreasing gravity; however,
previous results from landers and rovers have been interpreted
as indicating that the static angle is also independent of gravity.
Finally, our results showing that the slip faces in Nili Patera are
on average 3 steeper than those in Herschel and Gale craters
indicate that the sand grains at Nili Patera are likely rougher
than those at Herschel and Gale. This is interesting as we are
thus able to learn about grain textures from orbital imagery.
[21] Acknowledgment. We would like to thank Serina Diniega for her
thoughtful and helpful comments.
[22] The Editor thanks Jim McElwaine for his assistance in evaluating
this paper.
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